CASE STUDY
ENGIE Excellence Awards
2019

OVERVIEW

CHALLENGE

ENGIE UK hold the Excellence
Awards annually, this year focussing
on using the event to spread
awareness of thier new behaviours
OPEN, BOLD, DEMANDING AND
CARING that have recently been
rolled out throughout the company
and rewarding those who
demonstrate the behaviours.

ENGIE wanted to hold the Excellence Awards in a quirky and cool venue
that they could really take over and make truly 'ENGIE'.

It is always a pleasure to work with
ENGIE, their values are very similar
to ours and we love helping bring out
the best in thier employees by
putting on these recognition events.

With this in mind, we carried out site inspections to the Royal Armouries
Leeds, Victoria Warehouse and the Imperial War Museum North before
deciding on the Science and Industry Museum in Manchester.
Understanding what's important to our clients, helps us find the perfect
venue. ENGIE manage the site maintenance of the Science and
Industry Museum in Manchester, so it was a very fitting venue choice.

HOW WE DID IT
Venues and Events International were asked
to work with ENGIE to project manage the
entire event, oversee set up and the live
event and deliver end-toend management
of event logistics

MANAGING OUR STRATEGIC
PARTNERS
To ensure the successful delivery of this event we brought in
our Joint Venture Partners and additional suppliers, wjho all
offer something different and unique that helped being this
event to life
TableArt - kindly sponsored the table centres, helping give
the wow affect the evnt required.
iEliver - set the scene with all AV and production.
PromoLab - provided the awards.
Zest Micology - created a cocktail list based on each
behaviour.
Mike Tulip - photographer for the night.
TruGroove - our live band who helped is party throughout
the night.
During the lead-up to the event, we worked closely with each of
these suppliers to ensure objective were met.

OUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE
Although a fabulous venue to work at, with the ability to really create something unique,
it also proved to be a challenge. The Science and Industry Museum is a working
museum and open to the public. This meant we could only access the site from 17.15 on
the day of the event, giving us 1 hour to set up the pre-dinner drinks and 2 hours for the
gala dinner.
Fortunately it was a challenge we were fully aware of and prepared for the accordingly
with over 20 production crew onsite to meet our tight deadlines and get the job done.

“"Working with Olivia was a pleasure throughout the planning and delivery of out annual awards event. There is
signifcant expectation internally from out Executive Board and HR Leadership Team on this event which leaves little
room for error and Olivia made sure every aspect of the venue, AV and hotel arrangements were taken care of and I
therefore had the peace of mind to be able to focus on our internal planning knowing the event management was in
good ha nds. When planning events like this, I especially need attention to detail and accuracy of information and I
felt confident in Olivia at all times in delivering this.
My Line Manager and senior management remarked on the professionalism of both Olivia and Kim on the day of the
event in dealing with some last minute hotel issues and generally being on hand at every turn with the right
information and a solution to any arising problems. Having delivered this event independently in the past without
working with Venues and Events International I can say that their support is priceless, most notably for the time it
grants you to focus on the finer details which in turn raises the equality of the overall event and ultimately the
experience for guests.
I look forward to working with Venues and Events International again on this particular event and I have
recommended them to my colleagues internally who also deliver large awards events."
Alex Bruckshaw
-Engagemnt Projects Manager, ENGIE UK & Ireland
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